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Other O�ces:

1:00pm - 1:15pm Welcome Elyse Rosenbaum
   CAEML Center Director
    
1:15pm - 1:35pm Dale Becker, IBM
   Machine Learning for High-Speed Channel Design

1:35pm - 1:55pm Madhavan Swaminathan, GaTech
   Machine Learning and its Application
   to Integrated Systems   

1:55pm - 2:15pm Tim Michalka, Qualcomm
   Machine Learning for Selected SI & PI Problems
 
2:15pm - 2:30pm Break

2:30pm - 2:50pm Paul Franzon, NCSU
   Machine Learning and EDA

2:50pm - 3:10pm Chris Cheng, HPE
   Machine Learning in System Design

3:10pm - 3:30pm An-Yu Kuo, Cadence
   System Level ESD Simulation with Machine Learning
   
3:30pm - 3:50pm Elyse Rosenbaum, Illinois
   Stochastic Modeling of Air Electrostatic Discharges
   and Soft Failures in Consumer Electronics

3:50pm - 4:05pm José Schutt-Ainé, Illinois
   Machine Learning with X Parameters for Behavioral
   Model Synthesis
   

Information and Registration at http://go.illinois.edu/caeml

RESEARCH PROGRAM

CAEML will develop machine-learning algorithms to extract behavioral models of electronic components from input-output training 
data, consisting of simulation waveforms, measurement data, or both. CAEML intends to employ probabilistic analysis techniques to 
derive rigorous guarantees on the expected performance of the models and define the minimum dataset requirements needed to meet 
user-provided accuracy and confidence specifications. The datasets will be annotated; the annotations constitute searchable tags that 
are used to assemble the training data for a modeling exercise. The model classes and predictive capabilities of the extracted models 
will be determined by the physical constraints and the domain knowledge provided by IC and system designers. Novel methods of 
incorporating component variability, including that due to semiconductor and back-end process variations, will be developed. The 
foundational research on machine learning (ML) is specifically targeted to meet the modeling needs for electronic design and verifica-
tion, and is in support of projects in the application areas listed below. 

Design Optimization of High-Speed Links – Machine learning will be used to create scalable, behavioral models of complex driver 
and receiver circuits which include the e�ects of noise, interconnection parasitics and other non-linear phenomena. Limiting the 
training data without compromising the accuracy of the final models is an overarching goal. X-parameter based behavioral 
modeling will be utilized to meet this goal. 

Nonlinear Modeling of Power Delivery Networks (PDN) – A modern PDN contains voltage regulators, magnetic core inductors, 
capacitors, rectifiers and varying switching loads. Machine learning will be utilized to derive multi-port, non-linear, behavioral 
models of the components and subsystems of the PDN, which capture all the variability associated with process, voltage, 
temperature, and load.

Component Models for System-level Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Analysis – Apply ML to extract behavioral models of an IC’s 
nonlinear response to an ESD current that appears at one of its signal pins. To first order, the resultant pin voltage is the response; 
however, it will be demonstrated that ML can be used to obtain a more comprehensive model of the component response that 
includes the noise induced on the other signal nets and on the supplies.  This is a high-dimensionality problem as the model must 
comprehend the e�ect of the loading at the other pins and account for interactions with the board-level PDN. 

Crosstalk Management for High-Density Package Design – Develop theory for package size minimization using large wire bundle 
crosstalk control, with the corresponding CODEC and package structure designed through machine-learning principles. 

Modeling for Design Reuse – Employ ML to create circuit and system models that enable system driven design and analog IP 
reuse.

Cognitive Design of Microwave Integrated Circuits – Develop a fast, robust, end-to-end machine-learning process to generate a 
hierarchy of behavioral model abstractions, from the quantum TCAD level up through the compact circuit simulation level and 
above to the system-design level. 

Layout Optimization of High-Frequency Circuits – Machine learning techniques will be investigated as an alternate approach to 
circuit and layout level optimization of high-frequency circuits.

NSF INDUSTRY/UNIVERSITY COOPERATIVE RESEARCH (I/UCRC) PROGRAM

The National Science Foundation I/UCRC program supports pre-competitive research of high interest to industry. Industry membership 
fees are pooled to support research. Industry collectively select projects. 

CAEML Planning Meeting: November 2-3, 2015, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Contact any of the center’s directors for 
information or to register. No fee for attendance.

go.illinois.edu/caeml


